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Abstract 

h theoretical framework on 3D facial movement -ti- 
mation for model-based i t n a p  coding 1s presented IU this 
paper. 3D farinl movement  tim mar ion la  a r l i f ic~~l t  prols 
[em to ~olve because both facld motion parameters and 
depth plrrametere are rpquirpd to egtlmate simultaneously. 
W h e n  the conventional appraaches m ueed l o  handle r h ~ s  
pmMem, ~ n ~ t i a l  estimates of thc dcpth parameters must be 
prnvidd. The prlorrnances of thme approarhcs are serl- 
ouslv a f ~ c t d  by the =curacy of the ~rnl~nl  estimates of 
the depth pnrarnetera. In thls paper we prpwnt a depth 
rndependenr facd  movemcnt estimation method ueing thc 
suhspw~ technique. I n  this method a construnt equation 
related b only the rotntbon motion component i s  bullt. 
The rotation motion can be recovered from thin equatlon 
without m y  knowledge on bclal depth parameters. Once 
the rotation motion Biw b m n  recovered the transIatron rn* 
tion m d  depth parameters can be easily obtmned by an LS 
method. Due to no knowledge on h i d  depth parsmaera 
b ~ i n ~  needed, a better perlotmanre 05 k r ~ a l  motlon aati- 
mailon can be cxpccted. 

1 Introduction 
3D facial movement estimation plays a VPV important 
role in model-based image codinR[2] 141. The main diffi- 
cult in 3D facial motion estimation lies in t h ~  fact that 
both facial motion pararnet~rs and depth parameters 
are requir~d to estimate simultaneously. This makes 
the motion estimation h e r  become a high-dimensional 
( more than six) nonlinear optimization problem. Obvi- 
onsl?: dir~ctlv solving the nonlinear optimization prob- 
lem is very impracticrtl. Several appro xi mat^ approaches 
h ~ v e  bpen proposed to handle this prabIemI5][6]. A 
tvpic work had been done by K.Aizawa, et a1 [6]. In 
their work, the depth is initially given a rou~11 estimate 
based on the adjusted general facial wireframe model. 
The motion parameters are then estimsted using the 
rougb depth estimate. Once the motion parameters are 
obtainpd, the tough depth estimate is furthrr refined. 
T h e w  two steps have to he iterated in order to obtain 
a good solution. The main problem with this approach 
is that it i s  dificult to giw an pxact initial estimation 
of the EaciaI d ~ p t h .  The errors in the estimate of t h ~  
facital depth  maybe lead to the divergence of the itera- 
tion process. Therefore. the performance of farial rnw 
tion estimation is seriously affected by the initial depth 
estimate. 

Motivated by the work of D.Hrp~er and A. Jepson[12]. 
a depth independent facial movement estimation method 
us in^ t h ~  subspace technique is propowd. In this m ~ t h o d  
a constraint quation related to only tllr rotation mo- 
tion component is buiIt. The rotation motion can b~ 
recoverdl from this equation without any knowIedg~ on 
facial depth parameters. Once the rotation motion has 
been recovered the translation motion and depth param- 
eters can be ezi lv obtained b;v an LS method. Due to  
no knowIedge on facial depth parameters being needed, 
a better performance of facial motion estimation can be 
expected. 

2 Facial Movement Model 

Facial movt-mrnt is a highly nonrigid mntinn, which ron- 
tains not 01114. the h ~ a r l  motion but also the farial ex- 

prawion change. Based on t,hp CAKDIDE model(l0j 
- a face model, facial movement can be 
modelled as follows~4j 

where B= (z, y, is a position vwtor of arbitrary point 
in thp face, after facial movement it move to a new posi- 
tion s'= (2, y', 2')=. R is called thp rotation matrix. In 
the real visual communication case, considering that the 
frame rate is relatively high with respect to the motion 
of the face, the rotation matrix can be approximat~ly 
represented as follows 

Where I is the identity matrix: The R,, fi,, and Q, are 
angular velocities about the x ,  p. and t a~is,  respec- 
tively. 

T is the translation matrix. 

Where T., T,, and T, are the three velocity components 
of the translation motion. 



rn facial expression movement parameters are col- 
lected in the vector iP = (dl,  d2, These real ~ d -  
u d  movement parameten are computed from the larger 
set of AC*s (Action Unites) described in [lO]. The 3 x rn 
matrix E determines how a certain point s is affected bv 
CP. 

Equation (1) is a general facial movement model. For 
some specific application situations, the complex move- 
ment model can be simplified. We now Tist the alter- 
ations of facial movement model in several special cases: 

Case I: @,=(I, no facial expression chan~e occurs 
in the two succ~ssivc frames. The facial movement is 

caused by only the head movement. In this case the 
facial movement model can be simplified as 

x l=x+R,y-SIYz+TTI  

y1 = y - n,s + R,z + T, 
z'=.z+R,x-Q,gt+T, (5 1 

Case IT: @,ill 0. When the change in facial 
pxpressions between two successive frames is not too 
largrr, and the rotation motion is also small a t  the same 
t ime t h ~  facial motion can be view4 as an affine motion 

This afine motion model has been snccexqfi~llv used 
in the facial motion tracking systernld]. 

Case 111: the general case, which is suitable to a 
l a r g ~ r  change in facial expressions: 

. , 
Which model is chosen deprnds on the problem at 

hand. KO matter which modrl is employ&, the com- 
mon objective is to estimate facial motion parameters 
In,. fl,, il,, T,, T,, T,, 41, d,, .... dm), as well as depth 
patameters 2,. 

3 Mot ion Parameter Estimation 
In this section we discuss how to estimate facial motion 
parameters and depth parameters from the optical flow 
field or directly from the spatiotempozal derivatives of 
image intensitv. 

3.1 Optical Flow Field Induced by 3D 
Facial Motion 

€t is assumed that the geometrical projection from the 
three dimensional space onto the two dimensional image 
plane can be approximated bv the orthogonal proj~ction 
( the facial motion estimation under perspective ptojm- 
tion is consider& in [dl). We further assume the focus 
length f = 1. Then the projection relationship becomes 

Y = y  (8) 

where (X, Y) are coordinates of the 2D image plane. 
For the R ~ ( P  of convenience, the 2D plane coordinates 
are still represented by (x, y). 

Thr optical flow field ( u , v )  induced by 33D facial 
movements in several special ewes are as followrr: 

Case I 

u = R,y - nvz + T, 

TI = -Q,x t f l , ~  + T, 

where (a, I ! )  is the optical flow field. 

Case I1 



3.2 Motion Parameter Estimation 

Now IVP discuss how to recover motion parameters from 
optical flow field. We first examine t he  Case I. 

The optical flow field (9) can be s~written as the 
following matrix form 

It is worth noticing that. motion parameters and depth 
parameters are arranged into two different matrixes A' 
and b'. An important observation is that the matrix 
A' contains only the rotation components Q, and a,. 
The aim of such an arrange is to remove the vector h' 
in which depth parameters are containd. When total 
optical flow field is available the above matrix equation 
can be extended as 

Equation (13) can be further rewritten as a more com- 
pact form 

u = ~b (141 

If the A is available, the optimum rstirnate of b in the 
mean-square sense is 

where A* = (A=A)-'A= is the pnerarized inversion 
of A. 

(1)Estirnation of R,, fly 
\lie seek the choice of St,, $2, that minimizes the 

follow~ng expression over all candidate R,, Q,. 

EW,, R,) = 11ALul12 (17) 

W e r e  AL = I - AA'. 

(2)EsCimation of other motion parameters and 
depth parameters 

Once the parameters Cl,, 0, are obtained, WP can 
directly obtain other parameters 

(R,,Tz,Tyrz1 ,... , t , jT=A+u (18) 

(3)Refinement of the depth valve 
The obtained depth z using (18) is noisy because 

(18) is sensitive to the noise in optical flow fidd. In 
ordct to obtain a reIiable depth estimate, thr  depth of 
the triangular vertex of the wireframe is refined by an  
LS method. This can be referred to 1141. 

The above method is only suitable to the case that 
the optical flow field js available. iVp now gire 2n a p  
prmch to estimate these prtrameters directly from the 
spatiotempord derivatives of image intensity. 

We further rewrite the equation(12) as 

As we know the famous optical flow constraint equa- 
tion[l3j\ll] is 

J,u + Iy~r + I, = 0 (20) 

Substituting (19) into (20) yields 
Substituting (15) into (14) yields the following con- 

straint equation 
u = AA+u (163 

In this constraint equation only rotation components fl,, 
n, are concerned, which implies that thr effect of the 

depth parameters on the rotation parameter estimation 
is removed. According to this fact a thrpe-step approach 
to ~stimate facial motion parameters and depth param- 
eters is desiqed 

From this constraint equation we are abIe to obtain 
the similar formula ta compute motiori parameters us- 
ing the same strategv as the above optical flow based 
approach. 



As for other two cases, we can make the same alge- 
braic manipulations except that  the optical flow fields 
are rewritten w follows, 

Case I1 

Case I11 

respectively. 

4 Conclusion 
We have presented a depth independent facial rnovemrnt 
estimation approach using the subspxce technique. In 
this approach the 3D facial motion estimation i s  achieved 
through the  following three steps: The first step is to es- 
timate part id rotation parameters; the second step is to 
recover other motion parameters; and the final step is to 
refine the depth estimation. The mast main advantage 
of this approach i s  that no knowledge on the depth is 
required. 
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